RETAIL UNIT
22/27 Upper Square, Castlewellan
•

Fully fitted former neighbourhood food store.

•

Prominently located in the centre of Castlewellan with a large public car
park directly opposite.

•

Extensive upper floor and basement accommodation.

•

Suitable for a variety of retail / commercial uses.

028 9044

7144

DESCRIPTION
The premises are laid out to provide extensive ancillary
storage accommodation at basement, ground floor sales
and first floor staff accommodation together with a
further first floor former sales area.

ACE MAP

Finishes within the basement include concrete, terrazzo
and non-slip floors, painted plaster and plastic clad walls
and painted concrete and suspended ceilings. Lighting is
provided by fluorescent strip units with delivery access
facilitated by 2 no. roller shutters and timber double
doors.
The ground floor sales area is finished with vinyl tile
flooring and a suspended ceiling with fluorescent lighting
with a goods lift linking to the basement.
First floor accommodation includes a large former sales
floor (now unused), together with staff accommodation.
ACCOMMODATION
Floor
Description
Basement Ancillary
Cold rooms
Grd Floor Sales
1st Floor
Former sales
staff areas

Sq.m.
270.5
44.6
362.8
223.5
96.7

LOCATION MAP

Sq.ft.
2,912
480
3,905
2,406
1,041

LEASE DETAILS
The subject premises are held by way of a 20 year lease
from February 2006.
The current rent passing is £47,000 per annum with 5
yearly rent reviews. The lease also incorporates a tenants
option to determine in every 5th year.
RATES
We are advised by the Land and Property Services that
the NAV of the property is a follows:
NAV: £28,900
VAT
All prices, charges and rentals are quoted exclusive of
VAT, which may be applicable.

VIEWINGS
By appointment through joint sole agents:-

Whelan Commercial Ltd.
41 Arthur Street, Belfast, BT1 4GB
028 9044 7144
www.whelan.co.uk
On the instructions of:

MISREPRESENTATIONS ACT 1967 Whelan Commercial Limited (and their Joint Agents where applicable) for themselves and for the Vendors and/or Lessors of the property whose agents they are, give
notice that (1) these particulars are a general guideline only, for the guidance of prospective purchasers or tenants, and they do not constitute the whole or part if an offer or contract; (2) Whelan
Commercial Limited cannot guarantee the accuracy of any description, dimensions, references to condition, necessary permissions for use and occupation and other details contained herein and any
prospective purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the accuracy of each of them; (3) no
employee of Whelan Commercial Limited and their Joint Agents where applicable) has any authority to make or give representation of warranty or enter into any contract whatever in relation to the
property; (4) unless otherwise stated , all prices and rentals quoted are exclusive of any Value Added Tax to which they may be subject; (5) these particulars are issued on the understanding that all
negotiations are conducted through Whelan Commercial Limited.

